
30 Dec 03  Dear P.M. Paul Martin ;
    You are asked to read this serious e mail because as a leader your judgment 
concerning the public good , and health and safety is important. Your response will 
tell the public if you are a real change from PM Chretien , who was a man more 
concerned with patronage and corruption  than safe science of high ethical 
standards. The issue is one of Human Health and Safety, and in light of the present 
situation with Mad Cow  disease, the Ministry of Health has a proven track record of 
failure; they are documented with my case (plus others)to put cronyism ahead of 
truthfulness which ensures the public safety. Mr. Alan Rock will prove this true. 
    I am asking the public , Canadian and American , for help because the latest 
"round" of Mad cow scare simply proves to the public that both governments may 
simply be lying in order to achieve political agendas. That politics supersede the 
public's health and safety. And for this reason I have included as attachments , my 
letters to the RCMP and DOJ dated 25 June 2003 since they are most germane to 
present concerns ( once more my scientific health concerns are justified). On the 25th 
of June 2003 I expressed concern about the issue of a mad cow being discovered in 
the US . Both governments are guilty of not acting (so to cover up fraud). And, once 
more , my concerns are vindicated while both publics betrayed by governments with 
low standards whose only defense is to blame the other. The whole fiasco is BOTH 
governments' fault for not listening to honest, concerned and truthful scientists in 
the first place, but both governments CHOSE cronyism over high standards and 
contaminated the feed. Bad politics betrayed the public good. 
    You must note in the letters , my concern for peoples livelihoods. Perhaps you can 
explain to the public why an honest ethical scientist who acts out of concern for 
peoples livelihoods is blacklisted? The public will be interested in the answer. I have 
put my career on the line for the public health and safety ; more than can be said for : 
Alan Rock (Can); or John Ashcroft(USA); or Ann McLellan (Can) ; or Tommy 
Thompson (USA). Everything is a documented paper trail. 
    P.M.Martin, what are your HONEST commitments to Social Justice, and the Public 
Health and Safety?I have asked of Pres. Bush on my website why does he want dead 
Americans. I need help to continue the research . Should you , or he care? This is a 
good question for both publics to consider. I stand behind my concerns and high 
standards. Do you support someone who cares about the public good? Thank you. 
Edward A.Greenhalgh. 
PS on my website,www.cancerfraudbadbiotech.com select from the menu , Mass 
Extinction/SARS to understand the importance of the research to the public health 
and safety. 
 


